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ABSTRACT
Hate speech moderation remains a challenging task for social media
platforms. Human-AI collaborative systems offer the potential to
combine the strengths of humans’ reliability and the scalability of
machine learning to tackle this issue effectively. While methods for
task handover in human-AI collaboration exist that consider the
costs of incorrect predictions, insufficient attention has been paid to
accurately estimating these costs. In this work, we propose a value-
sensitive rejection mechanism that automatically rejects machine
decisions for human moderation based on users’ value perceptions
regarding machine decisions. We conduct a crowdsourced survey
study with 160 participants to evaluate their perception of correct
and incorrect machine decisions in the domain of hate speech detec-
tion, as well as occurrences where the system rejects making a pre-
diction. Here, we introduce Magnitude Estimation, an unbounded
scale, as the preferred method for measuring user (dis)agreement
with machine decisions. Our results show that Magnitude Estima-
tion can provide a reliable measurement of participants’ perception
of machine decisions. By integrating user-perceived value into
human-AI collaboration, we further show that it can guide us in 1)
determining when to accept or reject machine decisions to obtain
the optimal total value a model can deliver and 2) selecting better
classification models as compared to the more widely used target
of model accuracy.
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• Human-centered computing → Collaborative and social
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1 INTRODUCTION
Hateful content spread online through social media remains a signif-
icant problem. Ignoring its presence can lead to psychological harm
and even result in violence and other conflicts [35, 43, 48, 50]. Gov-
ernmental institutions and social media platforms are increasingly
aware of these risks and are combating hate speech. For example,
the European Union developed a Code of Conduct on countering
hate speech [21], requesting large social media companies to mod-
erate hate speech and report their progress yearly. However, results
reported so far are not yet satisfactory, as, for example, less than
5% of hateful content has been removed from Facebook [28].

Hateful content moderation is either carried out manually or
automatically by computational algorithms, where manual moder-
ation may be more reliable but is not scalable to handle the deluge
of user-generated content [38]. Further, continuous exposure to
harmful content can be harmful to moderators as it can induce
mental issues and potentially even lead to acts of self-harm [61].
Computational solutions are, therefore, urgently in demand by on-
line platforms [24]. The methods considered best suited to this task
are mainly based on machine learning, which has achieved reason-
able performance at scale [25]. Yet, machine learning methods are
far from being reliable, especially in dealing with hateful content
previously unseen in the training data, which is often limited in size
and biased [4]. Several recent studies on hate speech have shown a
significant drop in machine learning performance when assessed
on different data from those captured in the training phase [3, 32].

An approach that can combine the strengths of both previously
mentioned approaches is human-AI collaboration, where humans
are involved to solve AI-hard tasks, typically by taking over deci-
sions where machines are unreliable [12, 14]. Such an approach
is favorable in applications where decisions involve high-stakes
and incorrect decisions can lead to damaging effects, as is the case
for hate speech detection. Human-AI collaboration has been advo-
cated in the human computation community [14, 53, 68] and, likely,
is also an approach widely being used in enterprise applications
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such as search and conversational agents [37]. Despite this, meth-
ods for implementing human-AI collaboration so far are limited
to predefined heuristics and have largely ignored the complexity
of real-world problems, especially the cost of incorrect predictions
being context-dependent.

Common heuristics of task handover from machines to humans
are based on machine confidence: humans take over the task when
the confidence of the machine in its decision is lower than a pre-
defined threshold [12]. Such heuristics assume that machine con-
fidence is well-calibrated, that is, a decision with high confidence
should be more likely to be reliable and vice versa. This assumption
however does not hold for many machine learning models, espe-
cially deep learning models, which may indicate high confidence
when decisions are incorrect or vice versa [5, 33]. An improved ap-
proach is proposed by Geifman and El-Yaniv [26] which determines
the appropriate confidence threshold based on empirical evidence
of machine correctness, e.g., based on the accuracy-threshold curve
obtained on an empirical dataset. Such an approach, however, does
not take into account the implications of right or wrong decisions.
Incorrect decisions in high-stakes domains have a larger impact
that, in turn, should pose a stricter constraint on accepting ma-
chine decisions, e.g., via a higher confidence threshold. Similar
ideas have recently been discussed in position papers that advo-
cate the adoption of the notion of context-dependent value as a
replacement of accuracy, the most common metric in machine de-
cisions assessment [13, 60]. Value, however, is an abstract term –
it can be interpreted from social, ethical, or commercial perspec-
tives [17, 29, 70] – yet the discussion on what creates value and
how to measure it, specifically in a machine learning context, is
limited due to it depending on the application.

In this paper, we study the problem of operationalizing value
perception of machine decisions and its integration into human-AI
collaboration in the specific context of hate speech detection. We
start by identifying several factors that may affect the value defi-
nition, namely the selection of a specific stakeholder’s standpoint
and the relativity of value perception as affected by stakeholder
expectation or regulation. We then operationalize user-perceived
value in hate speech moderation scenarios, where a decision with
a corresponding confidence has been made by a machine. To mea-
sure these perceptions, we explore several measurement scales
and propose to select Magnitude Estimation (ME) [62] as the pri-
mary scale. ME allows the measurement of the magnitude of user
(dis)agreement using an unbounded scale and makes it possible to
obtain the relative ratios between the magnitudes of different ma-
chine decisions. These ratios are essential to determine the optimal
confidence threshold for rejecting machine decisions (see section 2).

To validate ME in value operationalization, we designed a survey
study where we recruited 160 participants. Each participant’s per-
ception regarding a dataset of 40 selected hateful and non-hateful
tweets and their (dis)agreement regarding the corresponding ma-
chine decisions were evaluated. Through a between-subject study,
we show that Magnitude Estimation returns results with signifi-
cantly higher inter-rater reliability compared to other scales, show-
ing its suitability in measuring user perception. Our results show
that the inter-rater reliability is significantly higher for incorrect
decisions than for correct decisions, indicating a strong consensus
among participants regarding the consequences of harm, as well

as disagreements on what constitutes hate online. Further, users
appear to be more negatively affected when a non-hateful post
is subject to moderation than when an instance of hate speech is
classified as non-hateful, implying that users would rather con-
tend with an instance of hate speech than have an innocent user
punished for a non-hateful post.

To demonstrate the utility of value integration in human-AI col-
laboration, we evaluate the effect of rejecting machine decisions
made by three machine learning-based hate speech detection mod-
els – including traditional, deep learning, and BERT-based models
[19] – in handling data from both seen and unseen sources. Our
results show that for all three models, when evaluated on unseen
data, the optimal confidence thresholds determined by the model-
delivered value are much higher than the optimal thresholds on
seen data. These results confirm the findings from previous studies
on machine biases and demonstrate the effectiveness of using value
as a target for optimally rejecting machine decisions. We further
show that when selecting the optimal model, using value as the
criterion returns different results compared to using accuracy. Note,
that our approach to measuring value perception can be applied to
different tasks and is model-agnostic.

In summary, we make the following key contributions:
• We introduce Magnitude Estimation as a scale for measuring
user perception of machine decisions in scenarios where
these decisions are correct and incorrect;

• We demonstrate the applicability of Magnitude Estimation
through a between-subject survey study, as well as the utility
of value for optimally rejecting machine decisions;

• We contribute a set of insights into user-perceived value
of automated machine decisions, especially their attitudes
towards different types of (mis)classifications.

2 BACKGROUND ON VALUE-SENSITIVE
REJECTION OF MACHINE DECISIONS

This section introduces the background of value-sensitive rejection
of machine decisions in a hybrid human-AI workflow, based on
previous work [59, 60], and subsequently identifies factors that
influence value perception in hate speech detection.

2.1 Rejection for Binary Classification
We consider the general case of human-AI collaboration as follows:
the machine decision can either be accepted or rejected; if rejected,
the decision will be taken over by a human decision maker. For-
mally, consider a binary classification problem for which we have
a machine learning classifier, whose output on a data item 𝑥 is
confidence, c, (e.g., the output from the softmax layer of a neural
network). The rejection is dependent on a threshold denoted by
𝜏 ∈ [0, 1], which then modifies the final output of the machine as

𝑦 =

{
𝑦, c𝑦 ≥ 𝜏 ,
𝑦𝑟 , otherwise.

(1)

where 𝑦 denotes an accepted decision and 𝑦𝑟 denotes the special
decision of rejection, resulting in a humanmaking the final decision.

We now discuss how the optimal confidence threshold for re-
jecting machine decisions is affected by the value formulation. We
consider the binary classification case: when the machine decision
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is either positive (i.e., the content is deemed hateful) or negative
(i.e., non-hateful). There is a value, 𝑉 , attached to each of these, de-
pending on whether this positive or negative decision is correct or
not. This results in true positive (TP), true negative (TN), false pos-
itive (FP), false negative (FN), and rejected predictions as possible
outcomes. 𝑉𝑇𝑃 and 𝑉𝑇𝑁 are positive, while 𝑉𝐹𝑃 , 𝑉𝐹𝑃 , and rejected
predictions, 𝑉𝑟 , are negative (i.e., costs). The optimal threshold for
positive classifications is:

𝜏
𝑝

𝑂
=

𝑉𝐹𝑃

𝑉𝐹𝑃 −𝑉𝑇𝑃
=

𝛾𝑝

𝛾𝑝 + 1
(2)

if we assume 𝑉𝐹𝑃 = −𝛾𝑝 · 𝑉𝑇𝑃 , that is, the cost of a false positive
is 𝛾𝑝 times worse than the value of a true positive. Similarly, in
the case of negative classifications, the optimal threshold would be
𝜏𝑛
𝑂
=

𝛾𝑛

𝛾𝑛+1 where 𝑉𝐹𝑁 = −𝛾𝑛 ·𝑉𝑇𝑁 , i.e., the cost of false negative
is 𝛾𝑛 times worse than the value of a true negative.

When the cost of incorrect decisions is very high, i.e., 𝛾 ≫ 1, the
optimal confidence threshold would tend close to 1, meaning almost
all machine decisions are rejected. When the cost of an incorrect
decision is very low, i.e.,𝛾 ≈ 0, the optimal threshold would be close
to 0, and virtually all machine decisions are accepted. These results,
therefore, follow our intuition. An important conclusion we can
draw from equation (2) is that the optimal threshold is dependent
only on the ratio of the value (or cost) between an incorrect decision
and that of a correct one (per class).

Threshold optimization is the process of finding the threshold
that maximizes value empirically. If a system is calibrated before use,
simulations can be used to find the optimal theoretical threshold,
which is the optimal 𝜏 that maximizes value. In this paper, 𝜏 is
determined by means of calibration, done by means of temperature
scaling [47], followed by a calculation of the theoretical threshold
based on the crowdsourced survey data, as it allows us to quantify
and compare the opinions of participants on the value of true and
false predictions and thus compute the ratios for our use case.

2.2 Value Factors in Hate Speech Detection
We denote the value of classifying a data item correctly, or in-
correctly, and that of rejecting a classification as 𝑉𝑐 , 𝑉𝑤 , and 𝑉𝑟 ,
respectively. We make the following observations when consider-
ing value for hate speech detection: 1) Value is dependent not only
on the machine learning model but also on the specific context to
which the model is applied. For example, an incorrect prediction
in the medical domain potentially has a bigger impact than one
in e-commerce. In a high-stakes domain, generally, we would as-
sume 𝑉𝑐 > 𝑉𝑟 > 𝑉𝑤 and thus a correct machine decision saves
the cost of human moderation and accelerates the decision-making
process, while a rejection requires additional human intervention.
2) Value interpretations from different stakeholders can vary. In
hate speech detection, for example, a rejection of a machine de-
cision induces the cost of human moderation from the business
perspective, while from the user perspective what is more impor-
tant is the exposure to hateful content. In our study, we choose
to take the user’s standpoint, and, as such, view 𝑉𝑟 to come with
an inherent cost since human moderation will be pending and the
potentially hateful content will remain visible. 3) Value is affected
by both stakeholder expectations and regulation. For example, in

the hate speech detection case, when hateful content is posted, from
the user’s perspective, the value derived from a correct machine
decision depends on the user’s general expectation of how hateful
content should be handled. Similarly, the legality of hate speech in
certain jurisdictions may influence stakeholder perception.

Given the above observations, we now introduce the function
to determine the total value, 𝑉 (𝜏), of a given model with a reject
option at the rejection threshold 𝜏 on a given dataset. Assuming
that when accepted, correct decisions increase the overall value
and when rejected, they decrease the overall value and vice versa,
then, 𝑉 (𝜏) may be formalized as:

𝑉 (𝜏) =
∑︁
𝑝

(𝑉𝑝 −𝑉𝑟 )𝑁𝑝 +
∑︁
𝑞

(𝑉𝑟 −𝑉𝑞)𝑁𝑞, (3)

where 𝑝 ∈ [𝑇𝑃,𝑇𝑁, 𝐹𝑃, 𝐹𝑁 ],𝑞 ∈ [𝑇𝑃,𝑇𝑁, 𝐹𝑃, 𝐹𝑁 ], and𝑁𝑝 and𝑁𝑞

are the number of accepted and rejected data items for the difference
scenarios, respectively. Note, that we assume that rejected decisions
have a cost that decreases the overall value, i.e., 𝑉𝑟 is negative, as
users have to wait on a moderation decision. Thus, equation (3)
allows us to summarize the value gained and the cost subtracted
into a single value for the model by considering the value or cost
of each scenario and how often it occurs, while also taking the cost
of rejection into account.

3 SURVEY STUDY
To define the relative value of scenarios, we design a survey to
ask participants the degree to which they agree or disagree with
the decisions of a fictional social media platform, SocialNet. These
scenarios represent TP, TN, FP, FN, and rejected predictions. The TP
and TN scenarios imply that SocialNet successfully detects whether
a post is hateful or not hateful, respectively. The FP scenario means
that SocialNet incorrectly predicts a non-hateful post as hateful,
and conversely for the FN scenario. For example, in the FN scenario,
the survey shows a hateful post to the subject and explains that
SocialNet did not identify the post as hate speech.

3.1 Choice of the Scale
We use ME as the primary scale. A Likert scale was initially con-
sidered, as it is widely used in research for retrieving participant
opinions and is perhaps more intuitive for participants [10]. How-
ever, a Likert scale is not suitable in our case, as Likert-type items
are ordinal, meaning that we only know the ranks but not the exact
distances between the items [2]. In our case, computing the relative
values (i.e., ratios) of our scenarios requires measuring the distances
between different items, which cannot be provided by a Likert scale.
On the contrary, the ME scale allows us to measure ratios by ask-
ing participants to provide numerical ratings. ME originated from
psychophysics, where participants gave quantitative estimates of
sensory magnitudes [62]. For sound loudness, a sound twice as loud
as the previous one, should ideally receive a rating twice as large.

Researchers have previously applied the ME scale to different
physical stimuli (e.g. line length, brightness, or duration) and proved
that the results are reproducible, as well as that the data has ratio
properties [46]. Other works have shown that the ME technique
is also helpful for rating abstract types of stimuli, such as judging
the relevance of documents [42], the linguistic acceptability of
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sentences [7], and the usability of system interfaces [45]. Thus, we
conclude that ME is a promising method for judging hate speech.

3.2 Normalization and Validation of the Scale
The ME scale is unbounded. For example, suppose we first show a
scenario and the participant provides a value (e.g., 100) to indicate
the degree of agreement. Suppose we next present a scenario that
the participant agrees with more. The participant can always pro-
vide a higher value (e.g., 125) and not be restricted within a fixed
range. The results need to be normalized as different participants
rate the agreement/disagreement degree differently.

Multiple solutions exist for normalizing the ME scale, such as
modulus normalization, which uses geometric averaging to pre-
serve the ratio information [45, 46]. Unlike the unipolar ME scales
used in previous research [7, 45], we use bipolar scales. Using arith-
metic averaging is inappropriate since it uses logarithmic calcula-
tions and would disrupt the ratio scale properties [46]. Therefore,
we normalize the results by dividing the magnitude estimates of
each subject by their maximum estimate. We multiply the nor-
malized magnitude estimates by 100 for the sake of clarity. This
way, all magnitudes estimates are in the range [−100, 100] while
maintaining their ratio properties.

Most previous research using the ME scale applies validation,
such as cross-modality validation, where estimated magnitudes
are compared to the physical stimuli using correlation analysis [7].
Cross-modality validation is difficult in domains that do not have
exact measures of stimuli, such as hate speech. Some previous work
compared ME with other validated scales [42]. In our case, we
use the 100-level scale to validate the ME scale by analyzing their
correlation [57], which is a form of convergent validation [22].

3.3 Participants and Data
We use Prolific to recruit crowd workers for the study.1 Participants
need to be at least 18 years of age, be fluent in English, and have an
approval rating of over 90%. Participants also need to have experi-
ence using a social media platform regularly (at least once a month).
Every participant is paid an hourly wage of 9 GBP, exceeding the
UK minimum wage at the time of the study. Regarding sample size,
we recruit 24 participants for the pilot study and 136 participants
for the official study. Of the recruited participants, 50% identified
as female, though Gold and Zesch [30] showed that there is no
significant difference when perceiving hate between genders. Half
of the participants are assigned the ME scale and the other half
the 100-level scale. We choose a 90% Confidence Interval (CI) and
10% Margin of Error (MoE) for this study due to budget limitations.
There are billions of social media users, and according to Müller
et al. [49], we need a sample size of 68 participants per measurement
scale, i.e., 136 participants, to reach the desired CI and MoE.

The final dataset consists of 20 hateful and 20 non-hateful so-
cial media posts from a public dataset [8] to build the machine
decision scenarios (TP, TN, FP, FN, and rejection). The dataset con-
tains 13,000 English tweets, and each tweet is annotated with three
categories: hate speech (yes/no), target (group/individual), and ag-
gressiveness (yes/no). We first exclude tweets that are replies or

1Approved by the ethics committee of our organization.

contained mentions or URLs since they have unclear contexts. Fi-
nally, we use clustering analysis to select 40 tweets for our study.
We use a cluster size of 20 for the non-hateful tweets and sample
one tweet per cluster by taking the nearest sample to each cluster
centroid to obtain each cluster’s most representative tweets. For
the hateful tweets, we first divide them into four groups using the
target and aggressiveness categories. Similarly, for each hateful
tweet group, we use a cluster size of 5 and sample one tweet per
cluster. We perform latent semantic analysis (LSA), which is a com-
bination of term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF)
and Singular Value Decomposition (SVD), and k-means clustering
on each group of tweets. We calculate the silhouette coefficient to
determine the optimal cluster size (𝑘 value) for the neutral tweets
and the four groups of hateful tweets. We manually select one tweet
per cluster using a majority vote from three members of our group
to choose representative tweets and create the final set of 40 tweets.

Additional information on the study’s variables, pilot study, de-
mographics, as well as example tasks may be found in appendix A.

3.4 Procedure and Data Quality Control
The survey first presents the informed consent policy and excludes
participants that do not agree with it. Next, introductory texts are
shown to explain the possible machine decisions. In the case of
using the ME scale, participants are presented with a warm-up
task to estimate different line lengths. Then, the survey asks 40
randomly shuffled question sets regarding the TP, TN, FP, FN, and
rejection scenarios (with 8 question sets per scenario). The first
question is about whether participants think the post is hateful
(yes/no). The second question is whether participants agree or
disagree with the decision made by the machine, which may be
correct or incorrect, or are neutral towards it. In the case of a
non-neutral decision, the survey asks the third question about the
degree to which participants agree or disagree with the machine’s
decisions, using either the ME or 100-level scale, depending on their
group. There is no time limit for the survey.

In the middle of the question sets, we use two Instructional
Manipulation Checks to determine if the user is paying attention2.
These attention checks ask participants to select a specific option
from multiple choices (e.g., "You must select Orange"). We exclude
responses from the participants who fail the attention checks or do
not complete all questions. For the ME scale, we discard responses
that do not perform well in the line length warm-up task.

3.5 Analysis
We first compute the values for the TP, TN, FP, FN, and rejection
scenarios using the survey study data. For both scales, we convert
disagreement (with themachine decision) ratings to negative values,
neutral stances to 0, and agreement ratings to positive values. We
apply convergent validity, in which a correlation analysis between
different scales (i.e., the ME and 100-level scales) is conducted to
determine if they measure the same phenomenon [22]. We expect
a medium-large correlation between both scales, meaning that ME
responses small in magnitude should correspond to 100-level scale
responses small in magnitude and vice versa. Finally, we analyze
reliability, which determines whether we can trust our results and
2Prolific’s Attention and Comprehension Check Policy
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ME S100

𝜶 v 𝜶 v

TP 0.07 18.15 0.04 77.00
TN 0.10 36.32 0.11 86.31
FP 0.39 -16.69 0.07 -51.00
FN 0.92 -28.08 0.14 -62.43
Rejection -0.31 -4.82 0.07 -16.37

All 0.78 — 0.44 —
Table 1: Krippendorff’s alpha (𝛼) and the scenario values
(𝑣) for TP, TN, FP, FN, and rejection scenarios. ME refers to
Magnitude Estimation, and S100 refers to the 100-level scale.

achieve consistent outcomes [22]. In our case, we use inter-rater reli-
ability to investigate whether different subjects give approximately
the same judgments to the same scenarios and, thus, whether the
degree to which hate speech is subjective. It is measured using
Krippendorff’s alpha, which we calculate using the normalized ME
and 100-level values for all scenarios.

4 RESULTS
4.1 Reliability and Validity
First, for each survey question set, we calculate the median of all
responses. This step yields 40 values (eight values per scenario).
We use the median since data from both scales are highly skewed.
Then, we calculate the mean of the values (𝑉𝑇𝑃 ,𝑉𝑇𝑁 ,𝑉𝐹𝑃 ,𝑉𝐹𝑁 ,𝑉𝑟 )
within each scenario, giving us the final five values for the TP, TN,
FP, FN, and rejection cases. The results for both scales can be seen
in table 1. The total value, 𝑉 , is calculated at a later point in this
section using the different values.

We calculate Krippendorff’s alpha to measure the inter-rater
reliability of all scenarios for each scale, as shown in table 1. The
last row of the table contains the 𝛼 values for the entire scale,
measuring the inter-rater reliability for all answers. We observe
that the ME scale has high inter-rater reliability while the 100-level
scale is less reliable. Also, participants using the ME scale tend
to exhibit higher agreement regarding the FP and FN cases and
systematically disagree on the rejected cases. For the 100-level scale,
we observe that participants have low agreement on all scenarios.

We analyze the validity of the ME scale by comparing the median
normalized magnitude estimates with the median 100-level scores
for each question set. Figure 1 presents the correlation plot between
the two scales. A Shapiro-Wilk test indicates that the data of both
scales do not follow a normal distribution (𝑝 < 0.05). Thus, we use
the Spearman and Kendall rank correlation coefficients since these
are non-parametric tests. Spearman returned a 0.98 and Kendall a
0.89 correlation between the ME and the 100-level scales (𝑝 < 0.05).
Finally, a Mann-Whitney U test between the ME and 100-level
scales gives a large p-value, indicating no statistically significant
difference between the two scales.

75 50 25 0 25 50
Magnitude Estimation

250

200
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100

50

0
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Figure 1: Correlation plot between the median normalized
magnitude estimates and the median 100-level scores per
question, showing agreement and disagreement.

4.2 Total Model Value due to Threshold
We evaluate the 𝑉 (𝜏) function (i.e., the value at different rejection
thresholds) using the values from the survey study obtained using
the ME scale. We train three different binary hate speech classifica-
tion models on theWaseem and Hovy [67] dataset. The used models
are Logistic Regression (LR) with Character N-gram [67], a Con-
volutional Neural Network (CNN) based on Agrawal and Awekar
[1], and a DistilBERT transformer [58]. We use Temperature Scal-
ing to calibrate the CNN and the DistilBERT models following the
approach from Guo et al. [33]. The model predictions are based on
two different test datasets: the seen dataset and the unseen dataset.
The seen dataset is the test set of Waseem and Hovy [67] and the
unseen dataset is a test set from a separate but similar source [8]. We
use the unseen dataset to simulate how the models would perform
in a more challenging, realistic use case. Using unseen data that is
similar but separate from the training set, we also investigate the
impact of bias. Finally, we calculate the total value as a function
of the threshold, 𝑉 (𝜏), for all models with the reject option at all
possible rejection thresholds (𝜏 ). When 𝜏 ∈ [0.0, 0.5], all predictions
are accepted since the confidence of all predictions is above 0.5 in
the case of binary classification. On the other hand, 𝜏 = 1.0 implies
that all predictions are rejected. We use the 𝑣 values of the ME scale
from table 1 to plot the results of all three models in figures 2a
and 2b using equation (3). The diamond-shaped markers indicate
the optimal confidence thresholds for rejection at which the model
achieves the highest total value.

Participants ascribe higher absolute values to TP and TN sce-
narios compared to FP and FN ones (see table 1), which results in
all but one model having the highest value when all predictions
are accepted (see figures 2a and 2b). The rejection rates (i.e., the
percentage of rejected predictions) and accuracies of accepted pre-
dictions at the optimal threshold across the three classifiers can be
seen in the first two rows of table 2. If we were to take the view
that the users’ baseline expectation is correct machine decisions,
then we can set the value of TP and TN to 0.0 and repeat our analy-
sis to examine how 𝑉 (𝜏) behaves as we consider only punishing
incorrect predictions without rewarding correct predictions made
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LR DistilBERT CNN

𝝉 Acc RR 𝝉 Acc RR 𝝉 Acc RR

Seen data 0.500 0.853 0.000 0.500 0.853 0.000 0.500 0.845 0.000
Unseen data 0.531 0.646 0.043 0.500 0.643 0.000 0.500 0.624 0.000

Seen data (𝑉𝑇𝑃 = 0,𝑉𝑇𝑁 = 0) 0.829 0.925 0.316 0.786 0.923 0.202 0.815 0.934 0.299
Unseen data (𝑉𝑇𝑃 = 0,𝑉𝑇𝑁 = 0) 0.999 0.818 0.991 0.974 1.000 0.996 0.961 0.833 0.980

Table 2: The optimal rejection thresholds (𝜏), the accuracy of the accepted predictions (Acc), and rejection rates (RR) of all
models for both datasets using the values from the survey.

LR DistilBERT CNN

𝑽 (𝝉𝑶 ) Acc 𝑽 (𝝉𝑶 ) Acc 𝑽 (𝝉𝑶 ) Acc

Seen data 45534 0.853 45250 0.853 44893 0.845
Unseen data 18563 0.631 19132 0.643 18385 0.624

Seen data (𝑉𝑇𝑃 = 0,𝑉𝑇𝑁 = 0) 4325 0.853 5172 0.853 5460 0.845
Unseen data (𝑉𝑇𝑃 = 0,𝑉𝑇𝑁 = 0) 4404 0.631 4213 0.643 5291 0.624

Table 3: The total values 𝑉 (𝜏𝑂 ) and the accuracies (Acc) of all models. Here, 𝜏𝑂 is the optimal rejection threshold.
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Figure 2: 𝑉 (𝜏) curves of all models with 𝑣 of TP=18.15,
TN=36.32, FP=-16.69, FN=-28.08, and rejection=4.82.
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Figure 3: 𝑉 (𝜏) curves of all models with 𝑣 of TP=0.0, TN=0.0,
FP=-16.69, FN=-28.08, and rejection=4.82.

by the model (considering the regulation effect discussed in sec-
tion 2). Figures 3a and 3b demonstrate that the optimal values are
achieved at increased rejection thresholds (𝜏). The last two rows
of table 2 show that the optimal 𝜏 values result in higher accuracies
for the seen data while rejecting 31.6% of predictions. For the unseen
data, we achieve high accuracies but reject a large fraction of the
predictions.

We also compare the effect of using value and the widely-used
accuracy metric in selecting the best model, shown in table 3. We
observe that both metrics return the same optimal model when
correct predictions are rewarded, though there is a difference be-
tween seen and unseen cases. When only incorrect predictions are
punished, the optimal models are different as measured by the two
metrics: in the case of seen data, both LR and DistilBERT perform
better than CNN when measured by accuracy, while CNN delivers
the highest value; the same observation holds true in the case of
unseen data – where the optimal model switches from DistilBERT to
CNN when we consider the value they deliver instead of accuracy.

5 DISCUSSION
5.1 Value Ratios, Reliability, and Validity
Our results show that TP and TN scenarios are highly valued. Par-
ticipants seem to value correct predictions more than incorrect pre-
dictions across all scenarios, regardless of whether they are positive
or negative. The value of rejected predictions is the closest to 0 (neu-
tral), as expected, due to them not contributing any benefit or harm,
but just delaying the publishing of the post due to the additional
human moderation effort. For both scales, we observe the same re-
lation of scenarios in terms of values (FN<FP<Rejection<TP<TN).
The fact that correct decisions receive higher value ratings indicates
strong user appreciation of correct machine decisions. The value of
FN having a larger magnitude than the value of FP is noteworthy,
as users appear to be more negatively affected when a non-hateful
post is subject to moderation than when an instance of hate speech
is classified as non-hateful. This implies that users would rather
contend with an instance of hate speech than have an innocent
user punished for a non-hateful post. This phenomenon may be
explained by the Blackstone principle from the domain of criminal
law: “Better that ten guilty persons escape, than that one innocent
suffer” [20]. However, we do consider it surprising that the value
of TN is greater than the value of TP. One possible reason could be
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that people disagree more on what is considered hateful among the
TP scenarios. We also encountered this phenomenon in the survey
results where most people rated TN cases as non-hateful, while for
the TP cases there were more disagreements.

Regarding reliability, Krippendorff’s alpha, 𝛼 , for the 100-level
scale being lower than the one for the ME scale is unexpected, as
the 100-level scale is bounded with fewer possible options. The
stronger agreement for the ME scale indicates that it is indeed
suitable for this task. Since 𝛼 compares the expected difference
with the observed difference, it follows that the alpha values for
the entire scale should be greater than for the individual scenarios.
Generally, participants tend to have low agreement on TP, TN, and
rejection cases while they have a high agreement regarding the FP
and FN cases. Users tend to agree more regarding what constitutes a
misclassified instance than what constitutes a correctly classified in-
stance. For the ME scale, we even observe systematic disagreement
for the rejection case, as can be seen by its negative 𝛼 value. This
indicates that users are lower in agreement than one would expect
by chance, showing the wide variety of opinions regarding rejection
cases by users. By considering all answers, instead of answers for
certain scenarios, we observe a greatly increased 𝛼 , as the observed
difference between ratings is closer to the difference expected by
chance. For example, participants tend to agree on the classification
of a single scenario, e.g. TP, but may give different values on both
scales, resulting in lower 𝛼 for the scenario but greater 𝛼 across all
scenarios. Beyond this, the low reliability for the positive compared
to negative predictions indicates that participants disagree on what
constitutes hate speech in the first place.

Regarding validity, we observe a strong correlation between
scales, demonstrating that the ME scale is validated for measuring
people’s opinions about different hate speech detection scenarios.
The almost S-shaped curve for the data points in figure 1 is due to
the lower and upper bounds of the 100-level scale that restrict the
participants’ choices, making them more likely to assign the lowest
or highest value. Meanwhile, the data points corresponding to the
ME scale are skewed towards 0 because of the normalization.

5.2 Value Function for Rejection
The purpose of the reject option is to reject predictions where the
risk of an incorrect prediction is too high. However, when we use
all values obtained from the survey to measure the value function
𝑉 (𝜏), the total value of a model with a reject option is maximized by
accepting all predictions. As shown in figures 2a and 2b, values are
positive at the beginning, decline steadily as the rejection threshold
increases, and eventually become negative as more predictions are
rejected. This observation is not surprising, as the absolute values of
correct predictions are greater than the absolute values of incorrect
predictions (see table 1).

However, instead of rewarding correct predictions, we believe
it is more critical to emphasize penalizing incorrect predictions,
as hate speech should be moderated effectively to minimize harm.
To study the effects of this we also analyze the behavior of 𝑉 (𝜏)
when users do not experience an increase in value through cor-
rect classifications, i.e. TP and TN. To achieve this, we set the
scenario values 𝑣 of TP and TN equal to zero. This results in correct
predictions effectively only increasing the total value by the 𝑣 of

rejection when accepted and decreasing when rejected, as can be
seen in equation (3). The result in figure 3a shows a steady increase
in value before it peaks for each of the three models, eventually
falling again and becoming negative as almost all predictions are
rejected. Hence, there is a strong incentive to reject some (but not
all) predictions for the seen data. At the points where values are
maximized, we found an optimal balance between accepting and
rejecting predictions. Figure 3b shows that the values continually
rise for all three models, only peaking as the rejection threshold
approaches 1. This indicates that the model is very uncertain re-
garding its predictions for the unseen data, which may be expected.
Initially, at the 0.5 rejection threshold, the value is negative as all
predictions are accepted. When the rejection threshold increases,
the value rises steadily since too many incorrect predictions are
made. This indicates that the model is not performing well at the
task (i.e., high confidence false predictions), and thus the optimal
condition to reject most predictions makes the unviable model.

The results show that by penalizing incorrect predictions with-
out rewarding correct predictions, a significant fraction of the pre-
dictions can be accepted from all three models. For unseen data,
however, very few predictions from these models can be accepted
and the majority are rejected. Such a result confirms the bias in the
dataset as also found in previous studies [3, 32]. The results also
show the utility of value as a metric in guiding the decision on when
to reject machine predictions. Value utility is further confirmed
in the results in table 3 from our experiment on optimal model
selection: the best model selected by value is different compared to
using accuracy as the metric.

5.3 Findings, Implications, and Limitations
Our survey study uncovers several interesting findings. First, social
media users are more appreciative of correct decisions made by the
platform, with an absolute magnitude higher than the (negative)
perception of incorrect decisions. Among the correct decisions,
users especially appreciate that non-hateful content is correctly
identified and not banned. On the other hand, users show a much
higher agreement on the negative value of incorrect decisions than
correct ones, indicating a strong consensus over the harm (from
both identifying hateful content to be non-hateful, and vice versa).
These results indicate that while users appreciate correct decisions,
minimizing incorrect decisions remains an important task for so-
cial media platforms. On the methodological side, we also believe
our proposal of using ME for rating human perception can be par-
ticularly relevant for research that aims to tackle social science
problems through quantitative approaches, like machine learning.

By integrating value as a parameter into the human-AI collabo-
ration framework for rejecting machine decisions, we show that
value can help guide the decision of when to accept machine deci-
sions to reach the optimal value a model can deliver. By showing
how the number of acceptable machine decisions changes when the
model is applied to a dataset different from the training data, our
results confirm findings from previous research that such datasets
are biased and hence the trained models are as well. Our results also
show that when considering value as an optimization target, the
best model selected can be different compared with using accuracy
as the metric. We believe these findings can benefit the research
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community and industry alike, as they present a novel way of using
a value-sensitive reject option to increase the utility of human-AI
collaboration across domains.

Our work is limited to a relatively small sample size (68 subjects
per scale). We expect the results to be more reliable at a larger
sample size. Besides, optimal confidence threshold determination
relies heavily on empirical data, which may not be available in
real applications. An easier way for selecting the optimal thresh-
old would be using well-calibrated models, for which the optimal
threshold is only dependent on the human-perceived value. Al-
though techniques such as Temperature Scaling can help improve
the calibration of existing neural networks or transformer models
such as DistilBERT, we still observe that all models are predisposed
to producing high-confidence errors. Finally, due to taking the users’
standpoint, we do not fully capture the cost of the moderation team
being exposed to hate speech. We leave this as possible future work.

6 RELATEDWORK
6.1 Hate Speech Detection
Online hate speech content refers to “online messages demeaning
people on the basis of their race/ethnicity, gender, national origin, or
sexual preference” [41]. Its characterizing features are properties of
the target of the language, as compared to other types of online con-
flictual languages, which are defined by the intention of the author
such as cyberbullying or flaming [11, 54]. A large body of discussion
can be found on conflictual languages from social sciences, politi-
cal science, and computer science [44, 63, 66]. Hate speech-related
research in computer science has identified mismatches between
the formalization of hateful content and how people perceive such
languages [4]. These mismatches conceptually are further reflected
in the technical biases of the machine learning systems used for
filtering hateful content. For instance, Gröndahl et al. [32] found
that F1 scores were reduced by up to 69% when training a hate
speech detection model on one dataset and evaluating it using an-
other dataset from a similar source. Similarly, Arango et al. [3]
found that most research in hate speech detection overestimates
the performance of the automated methods due to dataset bias. In
response to these findings, our work aims to explore a human-AI
collaborative approach for effective hate speech detection.

6.2 Human-AI Collaboration and Rejection
Human-AI collaboration aims to exploit the complementarity be-
tween the cognitive ability of humans and the scalability of ma-
chines to solve complex tasks at scale [6, 65]. Some work proposed
newways of collaboration, such as learning crowd vote aggregation
models from features of the crowd task [36] and leveraging crowds
to learn features of ML models [15, 56]. Recent work has shifted
attention to human involvement in providing interpretations of
model decisions and evaluating these interpretations [40, 55].A
notable idea for hybrid human-AI decision-making was recently
proposed by Callaghan et al. [12]: humans are involved after a
machine decision is observed to have low confidence. Following
works can be categorized in several dimensions, namely when re-
jection happens, on what models, and based on what criteria [34].
Regarding the “when”, rejection can be implemented in three ways:

the preemptive way where whether a data item needs to be han-
dled by a human is decided beforehand [16]; the integrated way
which uses a rejector inside the machine learning model (e.g., a
rejection layer in a neural network) to decide whether a decision
should be rejected [27]; and the dependent way, which is also the
most common, which analyzes the rejection option after model
decisions [18, 26, 31]. In terms of “what models”, work has been
done on rejecting decisions made by a range of models, such as
SVMs [16, 31] and different neural networks [18, 27]. In our case,
we apply the dependent way to reject models that are based on
neural networks. In terms of “what criteria”, Geifman and El-Yaniv
[26] proposed a rejection function based on a predefined risk value,
an idea also explored in [51]. But unlike ours, their proposals do
not consider the impact of machine decisions in a specific context.
The most relevant proposal to our work is from De Stefano et al.
[18], who studied a confidence metric for determining the optimal
rejection threshold. In their work, the threshold is calculated with
simulations based on a set of predictions. Going beyond defining
cost values from simulations, our approach determines cost values
based on users’ perception of machine decisions using a survey
study with crowd workers.

6.3 Value Assessment and Measurement
Value is generally defined as desirable properties of an entity [9].
Specifically for machine learning systems Yurrita et al. [69] have
identified relevant properties, including individual empowerment,
conservation, universalism, and openness. Examples include out-
lining ethical principles of algorithmic systems [23], developing
value-based assessment frameworks [69], and proposing new met-
rics for evaluating machine learning systems that incorporate value
parameters [13]. However, a research gap in measuring value in
social contexts has been identified by Olteanu et al. [52], who inves-
tigated human-centered metrics for machine learning evaluation
in hate speech detection. Their work highlights the gap between
accuracy-based evaluation metrics and user perception. Our work
represents a first step towards filling the gap in the context of hate
speech detection using ME with a crowdsourced survey.

7 CONCLUSIONS
This paper studies the operationalization and integration of value
into human-AI collaboration for hate speech detection. We intro-
duce a value-sensitive rejection mechanism for machine decisions
that takes into account the implications of decisions from a user-
centered standpoint. We propose ME to measure users’ value per-
ception regarding different hate speech detection scenarios. To
validate ME, we design a survey study, showing that it can pro-
vide a reliable, human-centered assessment of the value a machine
learning model delivers. Our survey study uncovers a series of
interesting findings on user perception. In particular, participants
appreciate correct decisions made by the platform, while they show
a strong consensus over the harm of incorrect decisions. Our results
show that value assessment performed by means of ME can guide
us to select the best confidence threshold for rejecting machine
decisions, thereby maximizing model value and potentially leading
to a different best model than when using accuracy.
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A SURVEY
A.1 Variables
The independent variables are the possible scenarios (TP, TN, FP,
FN, and rejection). We inform participants in the survey that when
hate speech is detected, SocialNet ranks the hateful post lower so
that it takes much more effort for the users to find the post. For the
rejection scenario, we inform the participants in the survey that a
moderator needs to check the post within 24 hours, and meanwhile,
the post remains visible.The design decision of using 24 hours is
based on the German NetzDG law, which allows the government

to fine social media platforms if they do not remove illegal hate
speech within 24 hours [64]. Our study has two control variables:
the measurement scales and the content of posts. Regarding scales,
as described before, we choose ME as our primary scale and use the
100-level scale for validation. Our dependent variables are reliability,
validity, and value ratios. We use Krippendorff’s alpha to compute
reliability, where a value equal to or larger than 0.8 and 0.6 indicates
reliable and tentative conclusions, respectively [39, 42]. Regarding
validity, we use convergent validity [22] between the two scales
to assess if they measure the same phenomenon. The value ratio
variable describes the perceived value of the scenarios, which is
measured by calculating the median of the normalized magnitude
estimates of each decision scenario.

A.2 Demographics
We perform a demographic analysis regarding the sex, student
status, continent of residence, nationality, language, and ethnicity
of our participants to study whether there are statistical differences
in how they perceive hate speech. We have multiple groups for
nationality, ethnicity, and language and two groups for the features
of student status, sex, and continent of residence (since only two
continents were present in the demographic data of all participants).

Table 4 shows the group differences for the aggregated scenario
types (TP, TN, FP, FN, and REJ) and highlights the 𝑝 values that differ
substantially. We found the most significant differences across all
scenarios for different nationalities and languages of participants.

A.3 Pilot Study
We conducted a pilot study with 24 participants to test the sur-
vey and estimate the required completion time. The pilot study
showed low inter-rater reliability, which may be due to unmatched
expectations and unclear scenario descriptions. Initially, our sce-
narios mentioned that machine-detected hateful posts would be
removed, which could be controversial. Thus, we changed scenarios
to rank the hateful posts lower on the feed. Moreover, we added
more lengthy descriptions to explain the potential consequences of
all scenarios in a neutral tone, which prepares the participants to
focus on evaluating harm (instead of giving rewards).

A.4 Example Tasks
WARNING: GRAPHIC LANGUAGE.

A.4.1 FN scenario with ME scale.

Suppose we have the following post:
“I want this stupid bitch out of my head I’ve never even liked her lmao
I just basically want to rape her” (from Basile et al. [8])
Question 1:
Please indicate whether you feel that this post is hateful or not
hateful.
**Select input with options: ’hateful’ or ’not hateful’**
Question 2:
You are a user of the SocialNet platform and just saw this post on
your main feed because SocialNet’s automated detection system is
confident that it is not hateful.

• This post remains visible on other people’s main feeds as
well.
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Two groups More than two groups

Sex Student Continent Nationality Language Ethnicity

TP 0.302 0.032 0.286 0.218 0.109 0.242
TN 0.726 0.379 0.204 0.190 0.216 0.281
FP 0.699 0.933 0.073 0.020 0.040 0.037
FN 0.961 0.150 0.847 0.478 0.438 0.584
REJ 0.835 0.625 0.496 0.271 0.103 0.068

Table 4: Statistical differences between different groups of participants for various demographic characteristics for each
aggregated scenario type in the ME survey. Each cell contains the 𝑝 value of either the Mann-Whitney U test for two groups or
the Kruskal-Wallis test for more than two groups. Bold text indicates significant statistical differences.

• If the post is hateful after all, then the detection system was
incorrect. This hateful post is now visible on people’s main
feeds with the consequence that they can get harmed.

• If the post is indeed not hateful, then the detection system
was correct.

• You should be aware that it is expected for SocialNet to
correctly classify hate speech. Wrong classifications are un-
desirable as they may cause harm to people.

Please indicate whether you agree, disagree, or are neutral about
SocialNet’s decision.
**Select input with options: ’agree’, ’neutral’, or ’disagree’.**

Question 3 (only visible when ’agree’ or ’disagree’ are
selected):
Please indicate how much you agree/disagree with SocialNet’s
decision using any positive number.
**Show ME input field that allows all positive values greater than
0.**

A.4.2 FP scenario with 100-level scale.

Suppose we have the following post: “Ontario concerns were not
listened at immigration meeting in Ottawa For illegal crossing”
(from Basile et al. [8])

Question 1:
Please indicate whether you feel that this post is hateful or not
hateful.
**Select input with options: ’hateful’ or ’not hateful’**

Question 2:
You are a user of the SocialNet platform and have not seen this
post on your main feed because SocialNet’s automated detection
system is confident that it is hateful.

• You can still find this post when you scroll down your feed
since SocialNet ranks hateful posts lower.

• If the post is not hateful after all, then the detection system
was incorrect. This neutral post is now ranked lower on
people’s feeds with the consequence that the post cannot
easily reach the author’s followers.

• If the post is indeed hateful, then the detection system was
correct.

• You should be aware that it is expected for SocialNet to
correctly classify hate speech. Wrong classifications are un-
desirable as they may cause harm to people.

Please indicate whether you agree, disagree, or are neutral about
SocialNet’s decision. **Select input with options: ’agree’, ’neutral’,
or ’disagree’.**
Question 3 (only visible when ’agree’ or ’disagree’ are
selected):
Please indicate how much you agree/disagree with SocialNet’s
decision using any positive number from 1 to 100. If you feel
neutral about SocialNet’s decision, select neutral in the field above.
**Show a numerical slider with values between 1 and 100.**

A.4.3 Rejection scenario with 100-level scale.

Suppose we have the following post: “Ever been so hungover that
your stomach feels like it’s eating itself” (from Basile et al. [8])
Question 1:
Please indicate whether you feel that this post is hateful or not
hateful.
**Select input with options: ’hateful’ or ’not hateful’**
Question 2:
You are a user of the SocialNet platform and just saw this post on
your main feed because SocialNet’s automated detection system
was not confident enough in whether it was hateful or not.

• An internal human moderator at SocialNet needs to look at
it within at most 24 hours.

• Meanwhile, the post remains visible on people’s main feeds.
Please indicate whether you agree, disagree, or are neutral about
SocialNet’s decision.
**Select input with options: ’agree’, ’neutral’, or ’disagree’.**
Question 3 (only visible when ’agree’ or ’disagree’ are
selected):
Please indicate how much you agree/disagree with SocialNet’s
decision using any positive number.
**Show a numerical slider with values between 1 and 100.**
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